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The CEED stakeholder survey was undertaken in September 2018 and attracted 99 

respondents. The survey was sent out to all email addresses on our stakeholder database 

which is generated through people subscribing through our website, people who have 

attended training and events or received a consultation, and lists of service managers and 

leaders.  
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SUMMARY 
 

As part of CEED’s commitment to delivering the best quality service we can to our 

stakeholders, we are thrilled to have received almost 100 responses to our stakeholder 

survey and to receive the range of and thoughtful feedback. We are currently providing the 

respondents feedback to our team and using it to inform CEED’s service planning. 

 

It was pleasing to see that most of our services are very highly valued and utilised. Clearly 

most respondents have used our education and training program at some stage and find our 

training relevant and of high quality. We have noted the feedback regarding increasing our 

multidisciplinary focus and access issues for our rural and regional stakeholders, and already 

have our first 2 day FBT training for the year occurring in the North East of Victoria. We are 

also considering how we can keep you more informed about research and developments in 

eating disorders, and further resources as suggested in ideas for improvement.  

 

It is worthy to note that rural and regional stakeholders comprise a significant majority of our 

case consultation services, which highlights the need and that people are accessing support 

to increase their confidence in managing eating disorders within their local community.  

 

Finally we are incredibly humbled by the positive response to the final question regarding the 

value of CEED to the sector. We look forward to continuing to serve this sector in a way which 

increases capacity to deliver world class eating disorders treatment. We have made the 

summary brief for ease of access, and hopefully the information is useful to you. Please 

contact me if you wish to discuss any aspect.  

Claire Diffey, Manager, The Victorian Centre of Excellence in Eating Disorders 

 

 
“CEED has been> such an important part of my journey as a clinician who has only 

over the last 4 years become trained in and passionate about treating clients in our 
rural community with eating disorders. I couldn’t have done it without CEED training 
and the assistance of secondary consults to increase skills and confidence”  
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WHO RESPONDED (N=99) 
We had a wide spread of respondents from different workplace types, locations and 

professions. Every AMHS region in Victoria was represented. Dietitians, psychologists and 

social workers represented almost 70% of respondents.  

 

 

 

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30%

AMHS CATT

AMHS Triage

AMHS CCT

AMHS CCU

AMHS MST

AMHS PMHT

AMHS Community Integrated Team

AMHS Acute Psychiatric In-Patient Unit

CAMHS/CYMHS Community Team

CAMHS/CYMHS In-Patient Unit

Eating Disorders - Adult In-patient

Eating Disorders - Adult Community/Outpatient

Eating Disorders - Day Program

Eating Disorders Child, Adolescent and Youth

Consultation/Liaison

Emergency Mental Health/ECATT

Paediatric Acute Services

Headspace

Community Health Services

Primary Care

Private Practice or Service

Other stakeholders & collaborators (please specify)

Services respondents worked in

Metropolitan versus Rural 
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0% 2% 4% 6% 8% 10% 12% 14% 16% 18%

Alfred (Inner South East and Middle South)

Austin (North East metro)

Barwon

Eastern Health (Central and Outer East)

Gippsland

Glenelg (South West Coast)

Goulburn (Shepparton region)

Grampians (Ballarat region)

Inner West - NorthWestern Mental Health - metro

Inner Urban East (St Vincent’s)

Loddon (Bendigo Health)

Mid West - NorthWestern Mental Health - metro

North East Hume (Wangaratta/Wodonga)

Northern - NorthWestern Mental Health - metro

Northern Mallee (Mildura)

North West - NorthWestern Mental Health - metro

Orygen - NorthWestern Mental Health - metro

Peninsula

Southern/Monash (Dandenong region)

South West (Mercy Health)

Region (if in Victoria)

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45%

Dietitian

General Nurse- adult

General Nurse- child and adolescent

General Practitioner

Lived experience carer

Lived experience consumer

Mental Health Nurse

Occupational Therapist

Paediatrician

Psychiatrist

Psychiatry Registrar

Psychologist

Psychology Registrar

Social Worker

Student

Professional group/discipline.
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Clinical Consultant (medical or psychiatrist)

Clinician/health professional

Director

Lived experience workforce

Manager

Senior Clinician/health professional

Team Leader

Not applicable

Position within the organisation
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EDUCATION AND TRAINING (N=92) 
Education and training was the most common way that our stakeholders engaged with us and 

often, they had attended multiple events and a variety of types.  

There was an extremely high level of satisfaction with our education and training services with 

88% saying that we mostly or completely met their needs. 

While less people had engaged with our more intensive trainings e.g. Multi-Family Therapy 

for adolescents with Anorexia Nervosa (MFT-AN) 4 day training, those who did reported very 

high satisfaction.  

One day formats and online options were rated as the most helpful and feedback from 

respondents valued the CEED trainers highly.  

How well CEED met respondent education and training needs 

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45%

1/2 day seminars (e.g. Medical Management of Eating…

CEED workshop sessions (e.g. Beyond Diets, Body…

MFT-AN for adolescents, 4 day workshop

Workshops by external/international eating disorders…

Professional Development within your service (local in-…

Webinars

Family Based Treatment (FBT) 2 day workshop

Enhanced Cognitive Behaviour Therapy (CBT-E)

Cognitive-Behavioural Guided Self Help (CBT-GSH)

Collaborative Carer Skills Workshop Facilitator Training…

Education & training provided by CEED attended by 
respondents
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0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Format: Webinar

Format: Online learning

Format: 1 day training face-to-face

Format: 2 day training face-to face

Format: 4 day training face-to-face

Format: ½ day seminar face-to-face

Location: Metro (Royal Park Campus, Parkville)

Location: Regional/Rural

Location: Within your service

Content: Introduction to Eating Disorders training

Content: Eating disorder intervention training e.g. FBT,
CBT-E, CCSW, CBT-GSH

Content: Extending learning & advancing practice e.g
Body Image, complex presentations

Content: Care and Service planning e.g. Community
management of EDs

Content: Other training topics e.g. Integrating
knowledge in Schema Therapy, Neurobiology of EDs

Trainers: CEED team

Trainers: National topic expert

Trainers: International topic expert

Trainers: Lived experience

Post training: Case consultations with CEED post
training

Post training: Group case consultation within your
service with focus on upskilling e.g. FBT

Respondents found the following factors useful in relation to 
CEED's workforce development services

Yes No
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Comments 

 

Access 

 “I am not always able to attend training days so I 

would appreciate more online training/webinars” 

 

“More localised training opportunities as getting to 

Parkville can be difficult at times” 

 

Positive 

“You guys do amazing work, and the knowledgeable 

and energetic team is the absolute heart of your 

organisation” 

 

“ You guys are doing an AMAZING job in 

providing affordable, cutting edge, evidence 

based training in eating disorders and body 

image issues” 

Multidisciplinary focus 

 “Currently I find CEED training largely 

related to psychologist's role. It would 

be great to see more multidisciplinary 

approach in training ” 

 

“More training specific for dietitians. 

The information sessions and training I 

have received from CEED are 

excellent and important to know, 

however often not specific to my role” 

 

Enhancements 

“More gender diversity in training 

content! I've found content at the 

trainings I've attended to often be 

centered on women's experiences. I'd 

like to see more male, trans and non-

binary inclusion as these groups have 

different needs” 

 

 

 “CAMHS focus is heavily on FBT - 

would be great to have more training 

opportunities to assist services to 

develop individual based treatment for 

ARFID and Bulimia and also when FBT 

has not worked” 

FBT and Multifamily Therapy-AN training 2018 
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CASE CONSULTATION SERVICES (N=43) 
One of CEED’s unique offerings is its case consultation services which include 1.secondary 

individual case consultations, 2.carer consultations where a senior clinicians and carer 

consultant are available for families in a service for a one off consultation, and 3.group 

consultations for groups of clinicians within a service and care team meeting facilitation. 

These services have allowed generalist mental health services to increase their confidence in 

delivering quality and safe care to clients with eating disorders and their families. Like 

education and training, this service is very highly regarded with almost 90% saying this 

service completely or mostly met their needs. 

The three most useful components of our consultation services are 1.the opportunity to reflect 

on client needs and issues, 2.complex case planning and 3.increased skills in managing and 

treating eating disorders. 
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0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%

Website consultation request process was
straightforward

My request was responded to in a timely manner

Response by CEED clinician was appropriate and
helpful to my needs/requests

The needs and request of myself/my service were
explored and understood

The service provided by CEED was supportive and
useful

From their experience utilizing CEED's case consultation 
services, to what extent did respondents agree with the 

following

Strongly disagree Disagree Agree Strongly agree

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%

Increased skills in treating and managing eating…

Improved skills in assessment and diagnosis

Improved response to and management of medical risk

Care team planning & coordination

Complex case planning

Engagement & motivation of clients

Opportunity to reflect on client needs & issues

Assisting in engaging & supporting parents & families

Treatment models & approaches

Eating disorder nutrition/dietetic information

Continuum of care planning; in-patient/community

Resources, handouts, guidelines, articles provided

What respondents found most useful about CEED’s 
Consultation service
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SERVICE DEVELOPMENT (N=14) 
CEED provides expertise in evidence-based service development approaches aimed at 

improving service responses to people with eating disorders and their families/carers. CEED 

has the expectation that Victorian services can be supported and strengthened to achieve a 

world class system of care for eating disorders. 

 

Service development can involve the establishment or strengthening of individual services or 

programs within an organisation to meet the needs of specific clients, as well as 

strengthening the services or programs being delivered by a range of organisations within the 

wider system of care in a region.  It can also involve strengthening existing services or 

designing and establishing new services, both informed by the needs of clients and the 

competencies and capacities of the service providers. 

 

 

 

 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

CEED provided support and assistance to EDC (Eating
Disorders Coordinator)

Drafting an EDC work plan, with managerial support &
approval

Establishment of Eating Disorders working group (or similar)
with regular meetings

Policy & procedures planning for identification &
access/triage pathways

Policy & procedures for treatment & care team planning

Policy & procedures for medical management within mental
health

Resources developed/provided e.g. assessment proformas,
weight chart

Planning for eating disorders training & workforce
development within organisation

Within service care pathway & service response planning

Facilitated cross sector collaboration for care pathways
planning

Services role in response to eating disorders

Way(s) in which respondents have engaged with CEED around 
service development
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0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 120%

CEED staff were knowledgeable and well prepared

CEED staff were responsive to our needs

CEED staff provided adequate resources and
information to support the project

CEED staff considered the unique needs of my
service

CEED staff facilitated understanding/collaboration
between services and considered service pathways

The service development initiative was completed
in a timely manner

The service development initiative resulted in
improved service outcomes

The service development project goals were met

To what extent respondents agreed with the following:

Strongly disagree Disagree Agree Strongly agree
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CEED COMMUNICATIONS (N=92) 
Our communications  

 

 

 

 

 

 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Clinical resources (downloadable) for clinicians

Resources (downloadable) for families and carers

Resources for consumers

Upcoming training & events

Consultation system and request process

Service development

Latest News

Videos

Useful links

Service systems in Victoria

Professional development

Sections of the website visited
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Ideas for improvement 

o “Might be good to have email summarising new articles/research to help stay on top 

of literature and evidence based practice” 

o “Updates on latest research, case studies” 

o “Free resources” 

o “Practical tips, lived experience Stories, more in depth strategies and resources 

around communication with families, scripts for FBT and CBT-E” 

o “More clear and easy to follow website”  

o “Support groups information” 

o “Opportunities to contribute to research, new advances in research, overviews of new 

treatment ideas.” 

o “More emphasis on useful resources for GPs and how to access local services” 

o “Nothing comes to mind. Less is more I think as we know flooding with lots of 

communications within and outside eating disorders sectors”  

o “I cannot think of anything, you guys do a great job in alerting me to important events 

within CEED and wider ED support community”  
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VALUE OF CEED TO SECTOR 
 

We were extremely humbled and gratified by the overwhelming support from respondents to 

this question on the survey. There were many comments stating that we were valuable, 

necessary and much appreciated. Below are some of the comments that go into more detail. 

o “From a CYMHS perspective, CEED is very valuable.  The dilemma is the extent to 

which CEED measures its success by the prominence of ED treatment and training 

while not being able to consider which clients with what sorts of problems are being 

displaced by training and prioritising.  CEED initiatives feel very resource heavy for 

small services.  This is not exclusively an issue for CEED.”    

o “Very valuable in providing updated, evidence-based treatment information, 

guidelines and training”  

o “An organisation like CEED is an important contributor to providing support and 

education to clients and practitioners working with eating disorders.”  

o “Extremely valuable - they are so specialised and have the resources to provide an 

expert service where many other organisations are focused on clinical and have very 

little resources and time to provide the service that CEED provides “ 

o “So valuable! Having somewhere to go for accurate, insightful advice is invaluable 

and improves provision for all clients”  

o “Do a great job and it would great to develop and shape an evaluation/research 

system to demonstrate the impact of your work on outcomes for consumers and their 

families”  

o “CEED is an extremely valuable service in proving affordable and accessible training in 

cutting edge and evidence based training for Eating Disorders. It offers a schedule of 

training throughout the year that allow provider community building and networking.  

I have appreciated attending a number of sessions over time to provide an immersion 

in the field” 

o “It makes me feel secure which emboldens me to continue with the work knowing 

that specialist knowledge and support is as close as a phone call away.” 
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o “CEED has been very helpful in proving support to workforce around creating 

awareness and management of eating disorders”   

o “It can do better with providing primary care and work clinically as opposed to just 

being a secondary consultation model based service”  

o “CEED have provided valuable trainings which have enhanced my knowledge and 

skills for working with eating disorders”  

o “CEED provides incredible support to clinicians at eastern health in the provision of 

effective eating disorder treatment”   

o “Very valuable, particularly professional development and knowing there are 

opportunities for case consultation”   

o “Services need support in relation to eating disorder treatment and management, so 

it is great that CEED is out there supporting this”  

o “CEED have done wonderful work in upskilling practitioners across the state.  Training 

costs have been kept low and we have now built a good skill base in the Barwon 

region” 

o “Such an important part of my journey as a clinician who has only over the last 4 

years become trained in a passionate about treating clients in our rural community 

with eating disorders. Couldn’t have done it without CEED training and the assistance 

of secondary consults to increase skills and confidence”  

o “CEED have been a fantastic resource for management of difficulties with individual 

clients but also for training and general knowledge development in the area of ED” 

o “It is so vital to have the specialist service in order to provide evidence based 

collaborative care to consumers. The specialist knowledges helps treating teams 

develop a sound formulation and treatment planning with the consumers and 

carer/family”  

o “CEED is critical but we need more support in regional areas”   

o “To maintain value needs to be responding to changing needs of various consumers” 

o “Incredibly valuable to have an organisation to support and train staff regarding 

eating disorder assessment and treatment. Provides a place that health professionals 
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can access with the knowledge that correct advice will be provided. Invaluable 

support for organisations who do not have staff experienced in eating disorders” 

o “Extremely important in advising and directing services in best practices”   

o “Please resource it more. It’s a brilliant service”  

o “Consideration of national rollout”  

o “Extremely necessary and important for CEED to continue providing input to services 

at federal, state and local levels”   

o “CEED was first recommended to me by my supervisor who was somewhat 

specialized in ED treatment. I have been following and using CEED since, and I 

consider it to be highly reputable and influential”  

o “CEED has been invaluable in providing a significant part of my CPD and learning 

courses in learning skills in eating disorder management” 

o “CEED is extremely valuable within the system of care particularly for rural services. 

Having an easily accessible service to provide resources, training and consultation 

enables better care for the individual with an ED and in supporting friends and family” 

o “They are doing a wonderful job at education and supporting clinicians”  

o “I have found all interactions with CEED to be extremely valuable. Training days are 

always very informative and particularly appreciate that they are HAES informed”  

o “Love their work and passion!”   

 

  

 

 


